
 

 

Cycle Characteristics to Profit From 

All Financial Markets are Cyclical… There exists a finite set of reoccurring 
cycles.  The longer the cycle, the stronger the driving force.  Measuring 
bottom-to-bottom, cycles to watch for include: 8-Day, 21-Day and 39-Day.  

Market Cycles Build… Market cycles collide and merge, building upon one 
another to create larger composite cycles with colossal profit potential.  
The 39-Day Cycle is your best friend!   

Cycle Lows Tend to Be Sharp… When multiple cycles bottom simultaneously, 
they create a ‘perfect storm’; abruptly reversing prices into a powerful rally.  
So, don’t hesitate.  The sooner you get in the better! 

Cycle Tops Tend to Be Rounded… After coming together to form a perfect 
bottom, each cycle will peak in its own time which creates a rounded top, 
giving you plenty of time to take profits on your long position and boost 
returns with credit spreads. 

A Variety of Instruments to Suit Your Needs 

  
Stocks Options Futures 

1x Beta 
ETFs 

2-3x Beta 
ETFs 

Trading Style Position Swing Day/Swing Position Swing 

Time Required Low Medium Medium Low Low 

Leverage Low High High Low Medium 

Risk Tolerance Medium Medium High Low Medium 

Activity Low Medium High Low Medium 

Knowledge Medium High High Low Medium 

Skill Medium Medium High Medium Medium 

Emotionality Medium Medium High Medium Medium 
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Buy the Dips in a Bull Market 

The overall trend will remain bullish until interest rates get high enough to attract 
institutional investors.  So, look to buy bullish ETFs at each intermediate cycle 
low and go to cash at each intermediate top.  When the long-term trend turns 
bearish, you can then trade INVERSE versions of Index ETFs. 

4D Perpetual Income Generator trades the following ETFs: 
DDM – Dow Double-Beta ETF           (1x-DIA, Inverse 1x DXD) 
SS0 – S&P 500 Double-Beta ETF     (1x-SPY, 3x-SPXL, Inverse 1x SDS) 

 QLD – Nasdaq Double-Beta ETF      (1x-QQQ, Inverse 1x QID) 

Lock In Profits with a Trailing Stop 

Set a Trailing Stop to Lock In Profits… Risk no more than 1%-2% of your 
investing capital in any single trade.  For example, if your total investing 
portfolio is $25,000, set your stops to limit any potential loss to no more 
than $250-$500 on any position. 

Exit Trade at Cycle Top… Following 4D Cycle signals to exit at the top will lead 
to greater profit potential. 

Use Options to Earn EXPLOSIVE  Returns! 

The minute you get a 4D Trade Alert…  

Buy Out-Of-The-Money Call Options – When the market’s been going 
down day after day you can buy OTM Calls at the previous high 
very cheap.  So, the minute you get a 4D Trade Alert, that’s exactly 
what you should do, making sure you allow at least 30 days to 
expiration.  Then ride the move all the way up until it’s deep 
In-The-Money and worth several times what you paid for it! 

Sell Put Credit Spreads – When the market’s been going down day after 
day… and hardly anybody knows it’s about to turn… you can sell 
At-The-Money Puts for a sizable premium, buy cheaper OTM Puts 
for protection.  And enjoy instant income credited to your account. 

When the Cycle Top Gets Near…  

Sell Call Credit Spreads – When the market’s been going up day after 
day you can sell At-The-Money Calls for a sizable premium, buy 
cheaper OTM Calls for protection.  And collect several weekly 
paychecks as the cycle slowly tops. 

Best of all… You have hundreds of Stocks to choose from!  If the S&P500 is 
going up, 90% of all stocks that make up the S&P500 are going up… 
likewise for the Nasdaq and the Dow.  It can’t possibly be any other way! 

 So, when you get a 4D Alert telling you the market is about to turn, look for 
opportunities to profit on big movers like Apple, Google, Tesla, and Baidu..  
And let the fun begin! 


